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Fidelis Network Cloud
All of the benefits of Fidelis Network delivered from the cloud and
sold as a subscription.

Overview
Get the visibility, context and speed required to identify threats and ensure data theft never
happens, with Fidelis Network™, from the cloud. You deploy the Fidelis sensors on your
network while the Fidelis Command Post and Collector are hosted from the Fidelis Cloud
where we ensure they are performing optimally and always up to date.
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Highlights
Low Maintenance: Infrastructure
is maintained by Fidelis so you can
focus on security.
Rapid Deployment: Fewer
appliances to deploy means you can
get Fidelis Network up and running
fast.
Grow As Your Needs Change:
Cloud-based model allows you to
grow the solution as your needs
change.
Instant: Transition from POC to
production is seamless.
Simple Pricing: Subscription pricing
approach is based on network
bandwidth and days of storage.

Sensor

How It Works
Your team accesses the hosted management console to evaluate alerts, obtain forensics and
conduct incident response using rich historical metadata. The service communicates with
the sensors through a secure tunnel. Software included with Fidelis Network Cloud includes:
zz

Sensors: Analyzes network traffic across all ports and protocols using our patented
Deep Session Inspection® engine.

zz

CommandPost: Create and edit sensor policies, craft metadata analytics and automation,
and view alerts from connected sensor and Collector components.

zz

Collector: Captures rich metadata about your network traffic so you can detect attacks in
the past and see what happened before and after an alert.

zz

Fidelis Insight: Continuously updates threat intelligence, rules and policies curated by
the Fidelis Threat Research Team.

zz

Cloud Sandbox: Secure detonation and execution behavior analysis of suspicious objects
and URLs.
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All of the benefits of Fidelis Network delivered from the cloud and sold as a subscription.

Subscription Pricing
Fidelis Network Cloud uses a simple pricing approach that enables you to get started quickly
and grow the solution as your needs change. Your cost is easily calculated with two simple
data points. You tell us your Aggregate Peak Monitored Bandwidth and How Many Days of
Metadata Storage you want. We give you a price.

FIDELIS NETWORK CLOUD PRICING APPROACH
List Price
(Annual
Subscription)

Aggregate Peak Protected Bandwidth
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zz

Data protected in transit by TLS
1.2 encryption for all sensor to
cloud connections.

zz

Separate client instances, not
multi-tenant.

zz

Each Fidelis Network Cloud
instance is isolated with its own
firewalled virtual network.

zz

All CommandPost data is
protected and encrypted in your
cloud instance.

zz

Industry competitive SLAs for
infrastructure uptime and cloud
services.

...

30
Days of
Metadata
Retention

Securing Your Data

$

90
120

Price for 2 Gbps
and 60 Days

180
...

Simple pricing approach makes it easy to add storage and capacity as your needs change.

Support
Fidelis Network Cloud comes with industry-standard SLAs and uptime guarantees. You have
24x7 access to our support professionals so you can get the assistance you need.

How We Work Together
With Fidelis Network Cloud Fidelis maintains the infrastructure so you can focus on your
core mission — protecting your organization. You retain full control over the application and
your data with the confidence that the latest version of Fidelis Network is always running
and available.

FIDELIS

Manage and maintain the infrastructure.

CUSTOMER

Run the application. Manage your alerts and data.

Provision and maintain application

Position Fidelis sensors in your environment

Install software updates and patches

Manage your alerts

Monitor and maintain application

Maintain custom policies

Provide ongoing support

Manage custom feeds

Deliver and update Fidelis intelligence feed

Evaluate Fidelis Network today: www.fidelissecurity.com/cloud

Contact Us Today to Learn More
Fidelis Cybersecurity | 800.652.4020 | info@fidelissecurity.com
Fidelis Cybersecurity is a leading provider of threat detection, hunting and response solutions. Fidelis combats the full spectrum of cybercrime, data theft and espionage by providing full visibility across hybrid cloud / on-prem environments, automating threat and data theft
detection, empowering threat hunting and optimizing incident response with context, speed and accuracy. Fidelis is trusted by Global 1000s
and Governments as their last line of defense. Get in the hunt. For more information go to www.fidelissecurity.com.
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